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First look at Neue Klasse as SAV: The BMW Vision Neue Klasse X. 
  
● +++ Innovative drive and chassis control delivers more precision, more dynamic 

performance, more efficiency, more fun +++ personal favourite sound with the new BMW 

iDrive +++ resource-saving plant-

Spacious, open, progressive design +++ 

 

Munich. A new BMW Group Vision Vehicle provides a first glimpse of the Neue Klasse as an 

SAV: The BMW Vision Neue Klasse X brings the aesthetics, technology, sustainability, and 

philosophy of the Neue Klasse to the Sports Activity Vehicles sector. The first fully-electric 

raised derivative on the new architecture will go into series production at Plant Debrecen 

(Hungary) in 2025. 

 

breadth of our future BMW model line-up. The Neue Klasse reflects the variety of all the models 

that customers want today and in the future  from sporty sedan, with all its derivatives, to 

this way, we are underlining that the Neue Klasse is much more than just a car or a specific 

concept; it is redefining the BMW brand   

 

The company presented a clear picture of the brand's future as a sedan with the BMW Vision 

Neue Klasse at IAA 2023. The latest Vision Vehicle now illustrates how BMW sees the future of 

its X models. The BMW Vision Neue Klasse X stands for an active lifestyle, efficient dynamics 

and a confident stance. Its design combines a clear exterior design language with a bright and 

spacious interior. Special lighting and sound effects enabled by the next generation of BMW 

iDrive enhance the intuitive digital user experience. The three main characteristics of the Neue 

Klasse  electric, digital and circular  are expanded here to include a fourth dimension. The 

driving pleasure that forms the core of the BMW brand is taken to the next level with drive and 

chassis control developed specially for the Neue Klasse and with the sixth generation of BMW 

eDrive technology. Its sustainability concept also ensures responsible production, operations, 

disassembly and recycling. 

 

Innovative drive and chassis control: more dynamic performance, more precision, more 

efficiency. 

A new type of drive and chassis control delivers a superior driving experience that is tailored to 

individual needs. It is based on a new software stack developed in-house by the BMW Group 

that will help the vehicles of the Neue Klasse guarantee a smooth drive at all times. Two out of 

four new super-brains will take the driving experience in the Neue Klasse to a new dimension. 

 

have four totally new super-brains: high-performance computers working smartly together on 

what, up until now, was processed separately. We developed the first super-brain completely in-

house. It integrates the entire powertrain and driving dynamics with up to ten times more 
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computing power. The second super-brain will enable the next quantum leap in automated 

high-performance computer. The result will be more dynamic performance, more precision, 

 

 

Design: BMW X models reimagined with strong characters.  

In combination with the two-box design of a BMW X model, the pared-down design language 

developed for the Neue Klasse also represents a major leap forward in both exterior and interior 

design. With its increased ground clearance, the fully-electric vehicle architecture offers new 

possibilities for an even more spacious interior. It allows for a long wheelbase, short overhangs 

and classic BMW proportions. Large window areas and the panoramic glass roof flood the 

interior with natural light, creating an airy spaciousness that is complemented by textiles in 

warm colours. 

 

 X models of the Neue Klasse. The 

van Hooydonk, head of BMW Group Design. 

very 

 

 

signature. Front and centre is the BMW kidney grille, reimagined as a three-dimensional 

sculpture with vertically aligned and backlit contours. Together, the headlights and kidney grille 

create a lighting effect that is activated as the driver approaches the vehicle and continues in the 

interior. 

 

The rear section is powerful and athletic. Rear lights that reach far into the centre provide a 

horizontal interpretation of the familiar BMW L shape. Its 3D-printed elements are individually 

controlled with variable light intensity to convey a particularly expressive depth effect. 

 

Ho

transparent or reflective surface, depending on the viewing angle. 

 

Custom user experience with BMW Panoramic Vision and HYPERSONX WHEEL personalised 

sound experience.  

The slightly elevated seating position ensures a confident driving experience. The redesigned 

steering wheel with multifunction buttons, Central Display with intuitive touch control 

functionality and BMW Panoramic Vision, together with the advanced voice control of the BMW 

Intelligent Personal Assistant, serve as the effortless and intuitive interfaces for human-car 

interaction. BMW Panoramic Vision projects key information across the full width of the 

windscreen. It will be complemented in production models of the Neue Klasse by the enhanced 
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BMW 3D Head-Up Display. 

 

In the BMW Vision Neue Klasse X, the Central Display is elegantly integrated into the instrument 

panel, providing both front passengers with optimal access to all infotainment functions. The 

colours shown are not only transferred to the ambient light, but also to the backlit textile 

surfaces of the instrument panel. 

 

The Personal Sound Experience, presented for the first time with the new HYPERSONX WHEEL, 

opens up further possibilities. With this digital function, car occupants can enjoy their favourite 

sound on any trip. The sound, generated in real time and adjusted with the tap of a finger on the 

HYPERSONX WHEEL, is an innovative contribution to the immersive and holistic user 

experience that transforms the interior of the BMW Vision Neue Klasse X into a personal 

experience space. 

 

BMW eDrive technology: Sixth generation more efficient than ever.  

In the Neue Klasse, overall vehicle efficiency reaches a new level. The latest, sixth generation of 

BMW eDrive technology is key to this. In addition to improved e-drive units, it also features new 

and now round lithium-ion battery cells, with a volumetric energy density more than 20 percent 

higher than that of the prismatic cells previously used. In combination with the transition to an 

800-volt system, this will improve charging speed by up to 30 percent  allowing vehicles to 

charge enough for a 300-kilometre range in just ten minutes. The sixth generation of BMW 

eDrive also delivers up to 30 percent more range. When it comes to aerodynamics, the BMW 

Vision Neue Klasse X boasts an impressive new top figure: with drag reduced by 20 percent to a 

comparable model in the current line-up. New tyre designs and a special brake system for fully-

electric vehicles help increase overall vehicle efficiency by up to 25 percent. 

 

Reduced CO2 footprint through more resource-efficient production and supply chain. 

A completely plant-based, mineral-based and petroleum-

developed for the interior. It will be used in the BMW Vision Neue Klasse X in the lower portion of 

the door panelling and in the centre console. Maritime plastics are also being utilised for the first 

time for injection-moulded parts. In selected components, this secondary raw material, which is 

obtained, for example, from discarded fishing nets, already accounts for 30 percent. 

 

The choice of materials and construction method enable easier disassembly of components and 

improved recyclability. The side skirts and front and rear apron attachments are also produced 

from recycled mono-materials. In this, the new design concept follows the principle of the BMW i 

Vision Circular presented in 2021, which relied extensively on mono-materials to optimise 

recyclability. 

 

The Neue Klasse also heralds a new chapter in production history. BMW Group Plant Debrecen 

in Hungary was planned and developed as an iFACTORY. 
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*** 

About BMW Group 

With its four brands BMW, MINI, Rolls-

manufacturer of automobiles and motorcycles and also provides premium financial and mobility services. The BMW 

Group production network comprises over 30 production sites worldwide; the company has a global sales network in 

more than 140 countries. 

 

In 2023, the BMW Group sold over 2.55 million passenger vehicles and more than 209,000 motorcycles worldwide. 

The profit before tax in the 

December 2023, the BMW Group had a workforce of 154,950 employees. 

 

The success of the BMW Group has always been based on long-term thinking and responsible action. The company set 

the course for the future at an early stage and consistently makes sustainability and efficient resource management 

central to its strategic direction, from the supply chain through production to the end of the use phase of all products.  

 

www.bmwgroup.com 

Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/BMWGroup 

Twitter: http://twitter.com/BMWGroup  

YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/BMWGroupView 

Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/bmwgroup  

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/bmw-group/ 

 

About BMW Group Latin America  

The BMW Group is a leader in Premium individual mobility technology products and services in Latin America, where it 

markets its three brands BMW, MINI and BMW Motorrad. BMW is the favorite premium automotive brand in Latin 

America, with more than one in every three vehicles sold in the region. In 2023 the brand has sold 41,315* units. MINI 

has sold 7,250* units in the same period. BMW Motorrad has sold 26,378* motorcycles, setting a sales record. BMW 

is the best-selling Premium brand in Brazil, Mexico and Importer Markets. With electrification as one of the Group's 

pillars, around 25% of BMW Group sales in Latin America are plug-in electric or hybrid vehicles. The BMW Group has 

delivered around 45,000 personal or corporate charging equipment in the region. 

 

The Group has 4,700 employees in the Latin American region. Its sales offices are located in Argentina, Brazil and 

Mexico (where the regional office is located). The BMW Group production plants in the region are located in Brazil and 

Mexico. Brazil has two plants, one located in Araquari -Santa Catarina, focused on the production of cars.; the other 

plant in Manaus, Amazonas, which is the first facility to manufacture motorcycles outside of Germany. In Mexico, the 

investment of one billion dollars for the construction and operation of a BMW Group plant in San Luis Potosí was 

announced in July 2014. This production site began operations in 2019 with the production of the BMW 3 Series; In 

2021, the expansion of its operation was announced to include the manufacture of the BMW 2 Series Coupé and in 

2022 the BMW M2, both exported worldwide. In 2027, the San Luis Potosí plant will incorporate the production of 

electric vehicles and batteries with an investment of 800 million dollars. 

As additional information, Brazil has an Engineering team to support global developments, in addition to the 

challenges in the region, and a customer support organization that offers attention to consumers. 

 

Data updated as of March 2024 referring to the end of the year 2023. 

 

For more information please contact: 

 

Corporate Communications - BMW Group Latin America  

Joao Veloso joao.veloso@bmw.com.mx  
Juan Bernardo Vázquez Mellado bernardo.vazquezmellado@bmw.com.mx  

 Julián Argüelles julian.arguelles@bmw.com.mx 

Erika Ferrer  erika.ferrer@bmw.com.mx 

 

Corporate Communications  BMW Group San Luis Potosi Plant (Mexico) 

http://www.bmwgroup.com/
http://www.facebook.com/BMWGroup
http://twitter.com/BMWGroup
http://www.youtube.com/BMWGroupView
https://www.instagram.com/bmwgroup
https://www.linkedin.com/company/bmw-group/
mailto:bernardo.vazquezmellado@bmw.com.mx
mailto:bernardo.vazquezmellado@bmw.com.mx
mailto:julian.arguelles@bmw.com.mx
mailto:erika.ferrer@bmw.com.mx
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Elizabeth Arreguín elizabeth.arreguin@bmw.com.mx 

Miroslava Reyes  miroslava.rivas@bmw.com.mx 

 

Corporate Communications  BMW Group Argentina 

Gonzalo Di Gregorio gonzalo.di-gregorio@partner.bmw.com.ar  

 

Corporate Communications  BMW Group Brazil 

Fabiano Severo fabiano.severo@bmw.com.br 

Paula Cichini paula.cichini@bmw.com.br 

 

Regional Public Relations Agency  INK PR 

INK PR Team - BMW Group Latin America BMWGroupLatAm@inkpr.com.mx 

 

San Luis Potosi Plant (Mexico)  Public Relations Agency JeffreyGroup 

INK PR Team - BMW Group SLP Plant plantabmwslp@inkpr.com.mx  

 

BMW Group Brazil  Public Relations Agency JeffreyGroup 

JeffreyGroup Team - BMW Group Brazil grupobmw@jeffreygroup.com  

 

BMW Group PressClub 

www.press.bmwgroup.com/mx.html 

www.press.bmwgroup.com/latin-america-caribbean?language=es 

www.press.bmwgroup.com/argentina/ 

www.press.bmwgroup.com/brazil/  
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